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Media release 

 

Sustainable mobility and environmental responsibility – 
FLYER supports the “Solar Butterfly” climate protection pro-
ject 
 
Huttwil, 04/22/2022: The idea behind Solar Butterfly is to visit projects, pioneers, companies 
and politicians on a round-the-world trip with a solar-powered “Tiny House” and promote cli-
mate protection. The innovative solar vehicle entourage will be stopping by the e-bike pioneer 
FLYER in Huttwil on May 29, 2022. FLYER has been developing and assembling premium e-
bikes at its Swiss headquarters for more than two decades, which is why it is considered an im-
portant pioneer for the success of electric bicycles in Europe. FLYER’s entire corporate culture 
has always been shaped by the concept of sustainability. 
 
Solar Butterfly stops off at FLYER  
 
Together with “Rent a Bike,” FLYER is supporting the Solar Butterfly e-bike tour and making a 
commitment to climate protection. 
 
A crew led by Swiss solar pioneer Louis Palmer is embarking on this big, exciting journey in 
May. This global adventure will be launched by a four-day e-bike tour through Switzerland, 
starting on May 26 in Sachseln and finishing on May 29 in Huttwil at the FLYER headquarters. 
Tour participants can look forward to a visit to the FLYER company premises with interesting 
insights into the development and production of FLYER e-bikes.  
 
 

 
 
The Swiss part of the Solar Butterfly tour not only follows some scenic cycling routes. Partici-
pants will gain insights into different companies and initiatives that stand for sustainable mobil-
ity and environmentally-oriented living and business at various stations along the way. FLYER 
and “Rent a Bike” are jointly supporting the Swiss stages with an e-bike fleet and are organizing 
an information stand on FLYER e-bikes at all locations. 
 
Commitment to sustainability 
 
The topic of social responsibility has a long tradition at FLYER. Sustainability has been deeply 
rooted in the company’s culture since its beginnings. In its pioneering role, FLYER has deci-
sively shaped the development and breakthrough of the e-bike in Switzerland and throughout 



 

the German-speaking region as well as in the Benelux region, thus making an important contri-
bution to sustainable transport development in Europe. FLYER produces premium e-bikes of 
an impressive durability. The FLYER headquarters in Huttwil is one of the first industrial build-
ings in Switzerland to be built to the Minergie Plus standard. Among other things, it has a large 
photovoltaic system to generate electricity, solar thermal power, a heat pump, rainwater utiliza-
tion and special thermal insulation, which has a positive impact on the eco-balance. 
 
Today, various FLYER sustainability projects are among the company’s key initiatives. The initi-
atives for people and the environment cover all business units and apart from major topics such 
as the regular recording of the ecological footprint of the company and its products or the 
FLYER supplier code of conduct, they also include many smaller activities. After all, every step 
towards greater sustainability counts.  
 
FLYER website on the topic of sustainability: 
https://www.flyer-bikes.com/en/sustainability 
 
Information on the Solar Butterfly Tour in Switzerland: 
https://solarbutterfly.org 
 
120 e-bikers can take part in the four-day e-bike tour from May 26 to 29, 2022 – places are still 
available. 
if you are interested in taking part, contact: join@solarbutterfly.org 
 
FLYER was founded in the early 1990s with a pioneering spirit, Swiss precision and the highest 
quality standards. In Huttwil in the heart of Switzerland, around 300 employees draw on the ex-
perience and expertise of three decades of manufacturing up to 400 premium e-bikes a day. 
Whether in the city, on an extended tour in the countryside or up in the mountains: FLYER of-
fers the right e-bike for every terrain and every season. The company has shaped the develop-
ment of e-bikes with its groundbreaking innovations and is now the Swiss market leader. 
FLYER has subsidiaries in Germany, Austria and the Netherlands and has its own sales teams 
in France and Italy. 
www.flyer-bikes.com 
 
Downlad images SolarButterfly: 
 
https://media.flyer-bikes.com/web/4a04696b99371c5b/solar-butterfly/ 

 
Download images of all FLYER e-bike models and the company in general: 
 
URL: https://media.flyer-bikes.com/login/ 
User name: presse@flyer.ch 
Password: Presse_Media 
 
 
Further information (media): 

  
FLYER AG Anja Knaus T: +41 62 959 55 75  Mobile: +41 79 199 93 29  a.knaus@flyer.ch 
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